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Marco Colantonio Thanks for joining us today. Resolution Capital is very pleased t o be 

hosting this panel session.  

In terms of an agenda, I ’m going to spend a couple of minutes just brief ly 

outlining Resolution Capital’s approach to ESG and then each of our 

expert panelists will be giving a short presentation, followed by a Q&A  

session. 

From our perspective ESG is a very important topic. It ’s a complex topic 

and it ’s one that is continuing to evolve and we f ind ourselves on a 

journey where we’re continuing to learn more and more about it every day 

and hopefully today we can further that ESG journey for all of  us, 

particularly as it relates to real estate.  

Pleasingly within the real estate sector , the listed REITs are at the 

forefront of best practices  for ESG. Being in the public eye they feel 

pressure to perform, but also the listed players are generally well  

capital ised and they have the scale to put more resources into good ESG 

practices which can put them at a competit ive advantage as they look to 

keep their buildings full and therefore we think they can ult imately deliver 

better r isk adjusted returns.  

On our travels around the world looking at global REITs we f ind that the 

Australian REITs are particularly advanced on the ESG front and that’s 

borne out in the Global Real Estate Sustainability Benchmark (GRESB) 

ratings which shows that Australia has been outperforming the global 

average on each of the E, S and G scores by margins of 15-30% relative 

to the global average. 
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Now we’ve long held the view that the principles of ESG are good for the 

environment and for  society but it also makes very good business sense. 

Our approach is largely qualitative at this stage. We find that monitoring 

the myriad of different ratings and benchmarks that attempt to make more 

quantitative comparisons are sti l l  early in terms of their consistency and 

i t ’s diff icult to benchmark across different regions and subsectors on a 

consistent basis. 

Good governance has long been the bedrock of good ESG - having a 

strong and independent board with an appropriate long term investment 

strategy and incentive structure which is aligned with investors creates 

great foundations for good E and S practices. So governance is an area 

where we have long been very selective.  

One of the things that we screen for is external management. For those  of 

you who aren’t familiar, externally managed REITs effectively appoint a 

third party company to manage the assets and, in effect, management is 

therefore serving two masters which can give r ise to conf licts of interest, 

particularly in a lot of cases where poison pil ls wil l entrench the manager, 

and very often the fee is typically based on asset size and so it 

incentivises growth in assets rather than growth in shareholder value. We 

often see the case where the manager is a property developer who is 

looking to off load assets and so you have the added complication of 

related party transactions. 

All three of the companies that are presenting today are internally 

managed. Interestingly, all three were once externally managed but one of 

the good things we f ind about the listed markets is that the cream often 

r ises to the top and over t ime internally managed vehicles have generally 

been afforded a lower cost of capital and so over the last 15 or so years 

we’ve seen the transit ion for most o f  the A-REITs towards our preferred 

internally managed structure.  

 As I mentioned earlier, we believe that sound ESG practices make good 

business sense for landlords. These days it ’s not just government tenants 

that require buildings to meet minimum environmental standards. More 

and more private sector f irms want to be seen to be good corporate 

cit izens and they also want to attract and retain talent in an increasingly 

competit ive world of tech savvy and environmentally conscious workers. 

So green buildings should enjoy higher occupancy, higher rents and also 

lower operating expenses. And all of these factors should ult imately make 
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them more valuable, and this is borne out in the indices such as the MSCI 

Green Buildings Index. 

We also believe that  debt and equity investors can play an important role 

as capital providers to landlords. In some countries cheaper debt is 

available for green buildings and green bonds are emerging as a growing 

source of funding for some property investors and developers.   

 As equity investors we see our role as engaging with companies, seeking 

greater disclosure on their progress, holding them to account, and raising 

the bar over t ime.  And as more and more investors do the same , 

companies that implement effective ESG prac tices should be able to 

attract more capital and enjoy a better cost of capital that should deliver 

higher total returns.  

 So I’m sure everyone is keen to hear from our panel of experts. I think 

we’ve assembled a great l ine up of speakers with representatives from 

General Property Trust (GPT), Scentre Group and Dexus. Combined these 

entit ies own and manage over $A80 bil l ion worth of off ice, retail and 

industr ial real estate across Australia and New Zealand, and they 

represent a combined 35% of the Australian REIT index.  

 We’ve asked each of them to focus on different environmental and social 

aspects of ESG. Bruce from GPT is going to focus on sustainability,  

Janine from Scentre Group is going to focus on social aspects with a 

diversity and inclusion perspective, and Paul from Dexus will speaking 

about the concept of healthy buildings and healthy tenants and the Well 

Building Standard. 

 Bruce Precious is the National Manager of Sustainability and Property 

Services at GPT . He joined GPT in 2009 and has developed the group’s 

sustainability strategy, culminating in GPT achieving the highest 

environmental score among the world’s property companies in the Dow 

Jones Sustainability Index 2015-16.  

Bruce Precious I ’ l l  speak to environmental sustainability, the E out of ESG, particularly the 

operational environmental impacts of energy and related carbon 

emissions, water consumption and waste or, as we ’d prefer to talk about 

waste now, materials recovery.  

 Now Marco did provide a great preface in talk ing to the cluster of 

excellence that has been created in the Australian property market that 
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sees the global industry look to Australia for its leadership, proven through 

the benchmarks, l ike the global real estate sustainabil ity benchmark.  

 So let’s talk about energy. One of the things that makes a global leader, it 

seems really simple but one of the things that makes a global leader in 

this place is that we can actually track our energy consumption over the 

last 10 years to a signif icant level of detail . 

 Now the most important stat istic here is the overall reduction in energy per 

square metre that we’ve seen through both our off ice portfolios and our 

retail portfolios, and this responds to a question we often get, which is 

when is retail going to catch up. Well for us retail has never been a 

laggard; retail has been implementing the same sorts of policies and 

procedures as the off ice sector has. Differen t drivers I suppose. In off ice 

we’ve seen the tenant driver of NABERS’ ratings gain signif icant traction 

in the market. In retail it ’s just dollar savings. So that 39% reduction in 

energy over 10 years means that in 2015 alone we avoided an energy bil l  

of  about $23 mill ion. So our energy bil l today is about $30 mill ion. It would 

have been $50 mill ion if  we hadn’t put in place these savings measures. 

So that becomes a material metric. Of course that saving is shared 

amongst ourselves and our tenants, depending on the form of the lease, 

etc.  

 Then the question we keep asking ourselves is for how much longer wil l  

this keep going down. There must be a point where we reach some sort of 

optimal performance for property but we’re continuing to see the effects of 

changing markets. So every t ime energy price goes up, for instance, that 

makes the business case for new technology all the better.  

 We see carbon prices come and go but in the background there are things 

like energy savings certif icates, renewable energy certif icates that are 

incentives and drivers.  

 We see the knowledge of the market and just the intellectual property 

that’s generated amongst ourselves and our suppliers improve. So we 

keep becoming more eff icient through that way.  

 We can also track our emissions reductions, and these emissions per 

square metre are coming down at a faster rate.  So emissions are coming 

down both off  those eff iciency measures but we’re also fuel shif t ing, so 

some of our properties have moved across to on site gas f ired electr icity 
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generation, which has got some other benefits, some co-benefits 

associated with it, that sees our greenhouse intensity come down.  

 We have on site renewable energy. So we have about 1.8 megawatts of 

solar power stations installed on property, the largest being 1.2 megawatts 

on our shopping centre up in Casuarina in the Northern Territory  

(Australia) and we have the opportunity through our supply chain to buy 

carbon free electr icity. So we can choose to buy green power.  

 And some peop le query whether that makes sense. Isn’t that a product 

that just costs more? Well it is a product that costs a l it t le bit more. It has 

a benefit in as much as it comes from renewable energy. So it has no 

carbon associated with it, and if  we’re using less un i ts of energy but 

paying a litt le bit more, the total sum stil l  comes out the same. So that’s 

our endeavour, to continue to increase the portion of green power that we 

see coming into the property, and that notion of using the supply chain, 

taking our elec tr icity tender to the market and saying we’d prefer to buy 

electr icity that has no emissions to it, it  gives us a leverage in the market, 

just as our tenants can go to the market and say we want to see bui ldings 

that are at least 4.5 star NABERS or better.  So supply chain has really 

interesting inf luence there.  

 Something that’s emerging now and a conversation that we weren’t even 

having 12 months ago is can we drive buildings to being carbon neutral in 

operation? We’ve been doing a litt le bit of learning by doing. We’ve made 

our own operations, our own off ices , everywhere there’s a GPT employee ;  

they’re working in a carbon neutral environment, certif ied through the 

federal government’s carbon neutral program. And we’re now as an 

industry having the conversation about can we extend the NABERS’ rating 

maybe to 7 stars notionally, which might be carbon neutral buildings; 

eff icient buildings running on renewable energy. Now that’s a great topic 

to be discussing in the market and, again, we might see the supply chain 

tenants, maybe a brave government that would say, yeah, next t ime we 

look for an off ice building we’d like a carbon neutral one please. We’d love 

to see that happen in the market.  

 Water we’ve seen come down in a similar trajectory, about 44% reduct ion 

we’ve seen on a litres per square metre basis. And just brief ly on waste 

recovery - a recognition that what we used to call rubbish is really just a 

collection of valuable materials but all mixed up. We’re on a program now 

of identifying what those materials are that end up in the waste stream, 
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identifying ways that we can isolate those materials, recover those 

materials and it also, again, includes us going to our supply chain of waste 

contractors or material recovery contractors, saying to those contr actors if 

we can isolate these various materials out, how do we extract greatest 

value from that?  

 We’re now grading our recycling; we're call ing it A grade, B grade, C 

grade.  

 A grade recycling is l ike an aluminium can. You recover that aluminium 

can, i t can come back as an aluminium can.  

 B grade recycling is maybe a plastic, food grade plastic, that when it gets 

recycled comes back as a plastic but less than a food grade, so it might go 

into a bench or a product or a piece of hardware.  

 C grade recycl ing is once-off  recycling. We find that if  you've got mixed 

coloured glass it is diff icult to recycle . Maybe it gets ground up and used 

as road base.  

 In classifying the dif ferent materials recovery options that way, it drives a 

whole range of new strategies to recover the more valuable materials.  

 Our OPEX savings over f ive years  is over $A117 mill ion across energy, 

water and waste. It 's improved building performance. Good NABERS rating 

has become a bit of a proxy for good management of a building. Th e 

ratings uplif t in NABERS stars, Green Stars, gives us market value and 

we're meeting the expectations of tenants, investors, employees and the 

broader community. We see the value in that.  

Marco Colantonio Our next speaker is Janine Frew, Director of Human Resources at Scentre 

Group. Scentre is the owner and operator of Westf ield branded malls in 

Australia and New Zealand. Janine has been with Scentre Group and prior 

to that Westf ield for about ten years, so obviously she's seen quite a few 

changes in corporate structure during that t ime.  

Janine Frew Thank you so much for coming along and wanting to hear the Scentre 

Group's story. It 's actually not very often that we've told this story; in fact, 

I 'm thinking this is probably the f irst t ime to an external au dience. 

 The story I want to share with you today is about why Diversity and 

Inclusion (D&I) are important to us at Scentre Group; what our focus is, 

what we've actually done and how we've achieved what we have; some 
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challenges and learnings from the work that we've done; and also what the 

future looks like for us.  

 Firstly, just over two years ago when Scentre Group was established, it  

presented us with an opportunity to forge a new culture with diversity and 

inclusion at the cornerstones. We have over 40 shopping centres across 

Australia and New Zealand and each of those centres operates in a 

community with a wide and diverse demographic.  

 The diversity and inclusion work really has put us in a very good posit ion 

to deliver on our company purpose, which is  about creating extraordinary 

places, connecting and enriching communities.  

 That purpose directly calls on us to have empathy with al l of  the 

communities that we work with. When I talk about all of  those 

communities, I'm talking about our retailers, I 'm t alk ing about our 

shoppers, I 'm talk ing about our investors, and I 'm talk ing about our 

employees. 

 In order to do that, we felt we needed to make sure that f irstly we had an 

internal perspective and that we were supporting and empathising with the 

needs of our employee community, which the D&I work we believe 

certainly has done.  

 I just want to share with you our plan on a page. This is really where we 

started our focus with Scentre Group two years ago. We set about 

establishing our purpose which I 've talked about, creating extraordinary 

places, connecting and enriching communities, and then we set ab out 

establishing a vision for 2018 for each of our key stakeholder groups,  and 

you can see there that we have a vision for our people to be the place 

where talent can thrive.  

 Let me be very clear that this is not an HR-driven init iative for our 

business. This is business led; it is a strategic business init iative and that 

may sound subtle to you but it 's been very important to us, that without the 

support of the CEO and the executive leadership we really wouldn't have 

the traction that  we've had. 

 We seek to create an inclusive culture and this is really the key driver for 

us - to have an inclusive culture where people feel free to bring their 

whole selves to work and to succeed to the best of their abil ity. We're 

really making the dist inction between diversity being the mix of people that 
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we have and inclusion is actually getting that mix to work very well  

together. 

 That's where we started from an aspirational perspective.  

 The diverse and inclusive culture that we're wanting to build  is really being 

forged over a three-year transformation program. It's delivered, as I said, 

through a business-led governance model, recognising that it 's not HR led 

- it is a strategic business init iative. We truly believe that this would be the 

key lever of change in transforming our organisation.  

 We set about establishing a diversity and inclusion council and appointed 

Ian Irving, who is our director of design and construction. We chose Ian 

for a number of reasons: f irstly, to reinforce again that it wasn't going to 

be me leading that agenda, it wasn't going to be HR led; and there's no 

one like Ian who can ensure that we deliver a building and a project on 

time and on budget. We really felt that it gave us an opportunity to have a 

zero start posit ion for diversity and inclusion at Scentre Group.  

 He leads the council that's representative of employees across all 

divisions of our business and across all levels of our business. That 

council is really responsible for putting together the plan, our three year 

plan, and then for making and bringing that plan to l ife.  

 We do that through a series of working groups. What we do is we call upon 

passionate people in the business and people who have an interest in any 

of the particular areas that we're focused on  to develop and deliver the 

work. Also within the governance we have a connector female networking 

forum which we use as a development vehicle and we use that to help 

build conf idence, to build self -awareness and also to build commercial 

acumen in women to better posit ion themselves to contribute to the 

organisation and also to represent themselves in the best possible way.  

 Then we also established a group of champions of change. These are 

mostly senior people across the organisation that we use as mediums  to 

help raise awareness and educate the business on what we're doing from 

a D&I perspective and also to gain feedback and bring that feedback back 

into the council.  

 This structure has worked particularly well for us. We provide a monthly 

update to the executive committee which is representative of Peter All en, 

the CEO, and the Directors.  
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 We set some broad goals. From a diversity perspective, we wanted to 

increase our attraction, recruitment and retention of a more diverse 

workforce and from an inclusion perspective we wanted to provide an 

environment, as I said, where people feel safe to bring their whole self  to 

work and leverage all of  the ways in which they're different. Then 

underpinning that we've had a very strong communications plan to ensure 

that people are very clear about what it is we're trying to do and why we're 

trying to do that.  

 Then we moved into some very specif ic goal setting . Again, we do this by 

involving all employees in our business. We didn't want to make diversity 

one person's job. We firmly believe that diversity and inclusion is the job 

of everybody in our organisation. We didn't want to resource up 

specif ically to manage the agenda, if  you like.  

 Our init ial plan really very much focused on gender and increasing female 

representation at the executive level as well as the board level. Pay equity 

was an init ial focus and ensuring that we had equity across like -for- l ike 

roles; f lexibil ity and mobility and recruitment selection practices and leave 

practices. 

 Then this year, in 2016, we've broadened that agenda further to include 

topics of mental health, the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender / 

Transsexual and Intersexed (LGBTI) community, as well as domestic 

violence. So we've really taken on the agenda with great gusto.  

 We have implemented many new init iatives and we've really surprised 

ourselves in what we've been able to do in a relatively short period of 

t ime. We have certainly improved our senior female representation. At 

board level it 's now 36%; at the executive level it 's now 22%; and we have 

a top 80 group of executives that we bring together two to three times a 

year who are really the stewards of the plan on the page that I shared with 

you earlier. We now have 26% representation of females.  

 We have a target to have at leas t 30% representation at that group. We 

also have targets for our executive group to elevate that this year to 25% 

and then we have a growing target over the next couple of years.  

 Delivering like pay for l ike work with annual reviews of pay equity has 

been very successful for us. We won't achieve inclusion until we achieve 

pay equity. What we have found is that in a number of cases we do have 

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/lesbian#English
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/gay#English
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/bisexual#English
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/transgender#English
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/transsexual#English
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/intersexed#English
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females over benchmarking, particularly in the operational areas of 

business in centre management.  

 We launched our extended parental leave policy which is probably a 

leading policy in the Australian property industry. It includes 18 weeks' 

paid leave; it includes payment of superannuation while on unpaid leave; it 

includes a lump sum payment upon return to work; it inc ludes coaching 

through parents at work who we've partnered with; and it includes 

additional personal leave upon return, recognising that you often need to 

have more time with a young child.  

 Sitt ing behind our new policy was really a drive to inf luence mor e men to 

take parental leave and for men to feel more comfortable to be playing a 

more active role in parenting. I think for us, that's really where we want to 

take the dialogue at Scentre. It 's not about elevating women and bringing 

women up to parity; th is is about how do we help men broaden and feel 

more comfortable to access f lexible working and to access parental leave, 

without seeing that as a barrier to their career and therefore allowing more 

women to re-enter the workforce.  

 The all roles f lex launch has been again very successful for us. We also 

introduced a purchase of annual leave so you can purchase additional 

leave which you can therefore use for holiday care, etc.  

 Along with supporting the f lex policy, we introduced a mobility strategy to 

make sure that employees had the technology to support them working 

where they needed to, wherever they were, at whatever t ime. We've joined 

the mates in construction program. We're increasing our indigenous 

trainee employment. We've expanded our Connect female networking 

forum across the entire business. We've delivered unconscious bias 

training. We've developed and implemented, I think, in record time our f irst 

reconcil iation action plan, our RAP, and we established our LGBTI working 

group left r ight and centre. 

 They're just some of the bigger init iatives that we've delivered. We 

conducted a recent employee survey, the results of which our people were 

74% favourable on our work in this area, in diversity and inclusion. We 

were pretty happy with that. We were probably setting a higher target at 

80%. 

The good news out of that survey was that 89% of our people felt that their 

managers treated them with respect.  
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 The other highlight from that survey was that there wasn't really any 

difference in gender responses, so across the board we had very 

consistent responses from males and females, which says to us that the 

employee experience is consistent.  

 Some of the challenges and learnings that I want to share with you - some 

areas of D&I can be polarising and we've been mindful of ensuring the 

agenda is discussed as much from a business and commercial perspective 

as it is from a human and a social perspective.  

 An example of that is the LGBTI agenda. That started from a group of very 

passionate people and it started from the posit ion of those employees 

wanting us to sign up to marriage and support marriage equality. Where it 

ended was with an internal focus and an education and an awareness 

campaign about creating that safe environment f or people to bring their 

whole selves to work. It was quite confronting, I think, for the council. 

Even among that group there were quite divergent views about what we 

should be doing and how we should be supporting, if  we should be 

supporting the LGBTI community. Certainly that was a  learning for us.  

 The other challenge has been getting consistency of application of policies 

across the organisation and f lexibil ity is a great example of that. I know 

myself  from personal experience, and managing requests f rom staff 

members about the different sorts of f lexibil ity that people are looking for, 

it can be challenging and the challenge for all of  our people is to start 

from the posit ion of how can we make this work as opposed to why it  can't 

work.  

 D&I is everyone's job, as I said. I would never make it one person's job. I 

would not put it  in anyone's posit ion tit le. It is everybody's job and you can 

leverage the passion and the enthusiasm from people in your organisation 

to deliver a huge amount and you don't need to have specif ic resources. 

 I think we learned from the early days. We set up quite a top -heavy 

diversity and inclusion council and it just was not diverse. We set about 

changing that within our f irst year to make sure that it was diverse and it  

was representative of our entire business and of our shopping centre 

community.  

 From a future perspective, our intent is for diversity inclusion init iatives to 

permeate into all corners of our business - all roles, all functions, all 

locations. It really is the breadth that matters. Every employee should feel 
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conf ident that their manager is conversant with our plan and its place as a 

strategic init iative within our organisation.  

 I really can't overstate just how powerful and crit ical the diversity and 

inclusion agenda has been on the establishment of the Scentre Group and 

building a new culture for our organisation. We were at the r isk of 

becoming the leftover rump of the Westf ield Group and that's certainly not 

what we wanted. As Westf ield Group, we had been a  very successful 

business and certainly our culture was not broken, but we knew that we 

needed to be a new business and diversity and inclusion were absolutely 

the r ight lever of change for us.  

 If  you were to ask anybody in our business what is different  about Scentre 

Group today from Westf ield Group two years ago, categorically they will  

talk to you about the people init iatives related to diversity and inclusion 

that have made the biggest difference, specif ically the f lexibil i ty pol icy, the 

mobility policy to support that, a feeling of a much greater trust in the 

organisation, greater levels of empowerment as a result of that.  

Marco Colantonio Our next speaker is Paul Wall. Paul is the Senior Manager of Group 

Sustainability and Operations at Dexus. Dexus is one of Australia's largest 

off ice landlords and also manages industr ial and retail assets with a 

combined value of about $A22 bil l ion. Paul joined Dexus in 2010 and is 

responsible for sustainability strategy, performance and reporting, as well  

as technical projects. Paul wi l l be sharing today some insights on healthy 

buildings and healthy occupants via the WELL Building Standard.  

Paul Wall The WELL Building Standard is really a performance-based measurement 

system. It relies heavily on medical and scientif ic research and it 's really 

what the building can provide to healthy people. There are three levels of 

certif ication: silver, gold and platinum. It 's a new tool;  it 's a different type 

of tool. It is very heavy on the validation, so you'l l get assess ors, you will  

provide lots of documentation, and you’l l  also get assessors in your 

buildings for weeks on end adjudicating on the various credits. There's 

lots of lab testing as well on your water qual i ty and air qual ity and those 

types of features. 

 It 's getting a fair bit of interest in the media and we're getting a lot of 

interest from tenants around the WELL standard currently.  

 I think we mentioned earlier how Australian companies, especially 

property companies perform. I think that's because we are very early 
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adopters of these types of tools. I think we see the value in them, and 

you'l l  see that the property industry has really embraced this. There are a 

number of registered projects in the market at the moment.  

 The seven concepts that WELL measures  are: air, water, nourishment, 

l ight, f itness, comfort and mind.  

 The preface is that we spend about 90% of our t ime indoors and we also 

spend lots of t ime sitt ing and the medical research says that these things, 

sitt ing especially, is very bad for you.  

 With air, we measure things like the CO2 levels, the CO levels, 

formaldehydes - that's the stuff  that comes off  furniture, VOCs that come 

off paints, and this is all lab tested off site.  

 The same thing with water. We are fair ly lucky - this is an international 

standard - in this country that our water quality is very good . 

 Nourishment - this is about the types of food offerings. This is within your 

tenancy. There's really two parts to the WELL certif ication. It 's what the 

building can provide and there's also what you can provide to your own 

people with your policies and procedures and activit ies that you do within 

your off ice space. 

 Lighting is another key criterion, the lighting levels, and in particular I 

want to talk about the idea of circadian lighting. The medical research 

says that we do perform better with a more natural l ight that we get .  In the 

morning it goes from a bluey through to a sort of yellow and orangey 

colour, and it also goes up and down as far as the brightness. Th e human 

body reacts to this. It actually affects your productivity and it also has a 

profound effect on your sleep. It could seem like a bit of an out -there 

concept, implementing this into buildings now, but the technology now with 

l ighting control and with LED lighting it 's very easy to do and you'l l see in 

the built environment - now the built environment is replicating nature 

more and more; you'l l  see more buildings with more natural l ight, more 

greenery, and I think this is just that next phase of creat ing a natural 

environment that the body can react to.  

 Fitness - this is access to end of tr ip facil it ies, structured f itness 

programs, sponsoring sporting teams within your off ice and that type of 

thing. 
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 Comfort - ergonomics, acoustics, all those things that the building and the 

f it out of the building can provide.  

 Mind - it 's really about creating an environment for mindfulness, having 

artwork and being an interesting place to work in. Mindfulness is really 

about taking away al l those thoughts in your head and having a moment 

where those things can go away, simply through the environment that 

you're in. 

 A litt le bit about our sustainability strategy at Dexus. I've just pulled out 

three parts that really l ink with wellness, being strong communities, 

thriving people and leading cit ies. I won't go r ight into our strategy but 

you'l l see most environmental strategies now or the sustainability 

strategies go into environmental and social issues more so these days. 

You can see our sustainability strategy is very ref lective of social and 

environmental issues. 

 Wellbeing at Dexus - we've adopted a lot of the wellness init iatives, not 

necessarily from the WELL Building Standard, but we have aligned 

somewhat to the WELL Building Standard - with setting up wellness 

communities within Dexus and it 's pretty much the same as far as it's not 

driven by our people and culture department; it 's driven by groups of 

individuals within our business and they've formed groups, these wellbeing 

communities, and they're coming up with  init iatives that are rolled out 

across our business.  

 A few examples of that are team sports, our sponsoring team sports. 

We've all got Fitbits now; we've got the Fitbits challenge  - who can make 

the most amount of steps? We're introducing better nutr it ion into our 

k itchen and we're bringing nutrit ionists in to speak to our people.  

 These are all driven by people within our business, and these communities 

are actually having a lot of fun and getting a lot more buy-in because it 's 

coming from the business, from the people themselves in the business.  

 Just f inally,  as far as what we're doing with regard to WELL certif ication, 

we've got three registered projects. We’ve got 480 Queen St in Brisbane, 

Australia which is a brand new six star rated building, and we've 

registered that and what we want to get out of that is how does a Green 

Star rating perform as a wellness rating, what are those links between the 

two, because Green Star does have a lot of credits around the indoor 

environment and we want to work out what that l ink is. The Green Building 
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Council now is taking over the role of the assessor for WELL certif ication 

they're producing a document shortly which will have al l those crossovers 

in it which will help us enormously.  

 The other one we're doing is 100 Mount St which is a new development in 

North Sydney, Australia. We've already learnt a bit from 480 Queen St 

about what you would do earlier to save money rather than do a retrof it 

retrospectively. One thing is f i ltration. You can go up just one level of 

f i l tration on your outside air and you meet the standards, so that's a very 

low cost thing but if  you do it after it can be a high cost thing.  

 Another thing is traff icable stairs - using the f ire stairs to walk between 

f loors. If  that's done in the design, rather than being compliant for a f ire 

stair it 's compliant for a traff icable stair for your tenants  - that saves 

money in that scoping stage of a project, so 100 Mount St will have a lot 

of these features scoped in up front.  

 The third thing we're doing is our own tenancy at Australia Square  in 

Sydney, Australia. We're working out how WELL can be applied to a 50 

year old building with 50 year old services. That has got its challenges 

within itself .  

 Then because we're doing it within our tenancy we  need to apply the 

WELL credits that affect your people, so we're doing the whole tenancy 

related wellness and we're doing the base building credits. We think by 

doing these three different categories of wellness we'l l be expert in what 

WELL means and what it takes to certify WELL, and we'll be able to advise 

our customers on the process and how to go about WELL. We'll also be 

able to provide the base building credits, so all those standard credits 

around lighting and f i ltration and water quality, we'l l be able to provide 

those credits to a tenant for them to do a tenancy rating.  

 I probably didn't mention that upfront but there are the two types of 

ratings: there's the core and shell rating and then there's the tenancy 

rating. For tenants in our building, we'l l be able to provide them with 50% 

of the credits that will  relate to the building and then we'll  be able to guide 

the tenants through the process on how to get the credits for their own 

people - things like the nutr it ion, the standing desks - there's a 

requirement for 30% sit/stand desks in a WELL certif ication. So there are 

all those sorts of credits that apply to how you do the f it out as well as the 

credits that the base building can provide.  
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Question and Answer Session: 

Q:Audience I think the init iatives that you're bringing, especially around the social 

aspect, are really good. When we look at ESG it 's very diff icult to quantify 

it. It is very qualitative. Is there an outcome you're looking for where you 

look at your employee retention, your employee turnover, and also then 

productivity at work and all those sorts of things to be able to quantify it?  

A:Janine Frew Good question. We have quite an extensive scorecard which captures and 

tracks metrics across a whole range of areas from attracting talent, so we 

look at the long lis t of candidates and at the moment we're looking at 

gender specif ically. We look at promotional experience, we look at t ime in 

role, t ime to promotion, we have a number of metrics there from 

participation in development programs, we again have metrics there . 

There is a broad range that we track monthly.  

 I guess I would say at this stage it 's early days in looking at how we 

measure that return on investment. I think there are certainly opportunit ies 

there for us to be able to do that. What we believe is that  from an 

engagement, if  we get the employee experience right, we'l l get the 

customer experience right and that will lead to better outcomes for us.  

 Certainly we have an engagement score of 85% as a benchmark result for 

us. That certainly puts us in the top 5% of organisations, but that is an 

ongoing area of focus for us. I'm really happy to share any of the metrics if  

anyone wants to see what they look like.  

A:Paul Wall Especially with environmental and wellness aspects, it 's very hard to 

measure the productivity gains of wellness. We've always had this battle 

with talk ing about the value of green buildings and we see  Investment 

Property Databank ( IPD) data, you see Green Building Council data, and 

people wil l say that's a new building, great buildings tha t have got the 

environmental credentials, but they're new premier buildings and that's 

why they're getting the returns.  

 We see good performance, especially in NABERS and Green Star, as a 

real sign of quality and we do bel ieve there are the environmental 

benefits, but those things are very hard to measure . And in the wellness 

space when you look at wellness and all the criteria the medical and 

scientif ic evidence behind it is very sound. It's very compelling, and you 

look at those things and you think, that  would make me feel good and that 

would make me work better.  
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Q:Audience Just a quick question for Bruce and Paul in terms of how you actually work 

with your portfolio - when you choose a building for investment, how that's 

cohesively taken into account when you're helping the portfolio managers 

to select which building to invest in. Is that all integrated into the process 

of the investment or are you only getting involved once they pick a 

building, Then they get you guys involved? 

A:Bruce Precious Simple answer on the E side - any building can be eff icient. The 

opportunity to take a poor performing building and turn it into a good 

performing building or it 's already a good performing building - unless the 

building was some extraordinarily leaky old building , I can't imagine how 

bad it would be, but certainly if  it 's, say, a two star NABERS building we 

haven't seen any buildings that can't be turned into four or f ive star  

NABERS buildings from that perspective. It doesn't become a constraint 

on investment in that way.  

A:Paul Wall Just some are harder than others. In our acquisit ion plan we always have 

a strategy to get four and a half  star. Some cost more and some cost less. 

An example is 12 Creek St in Brisbane. That was a very hard one to get 

four and a half  star. We bought that at about two star and basically every 

VAV, which is an airf low damper in the ceil ing, needed replacing, so we 

put an acquisit ion plan in as the vacancies came through that we'd come 

through and replace all those VAVs on each level. I t was about a $A2.5 

mill ion investment over about an eight or nine year period. We've 

committed to that. We're about half way through that at the moment.  

 We get involved in an acquisi t ion plan. Some might need some basic 

tuning. Some may need some deep refurbishment.  

A:Bruce Precious Most of the regular practice in terms of due dil igence over mechanical 

services and the things that consume the energy, understanding the life 

cycle of that equipment, so if  you're purchasing a buildi ng it might be a 

two star but you know that the chil ler is 15 years old so it 's probably 

reaching end of l ife cycle, you're prepared for that investment, you know 

you're going to get a technology improvement, a controls improvement 

through that investment,  which will improve the performance of the 

building in that way.  

A:Paul Wall  We're not generally updating plant now for environmental reasons only. 

There needs to be a maintenance reason as well  and it  needs to be life 

cycle. If  you have a $500,000 chil le r that's 20 years old you have to 
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replace it, but if it 's 10 years old it may not be as efficient as a new chil ler 

but it 's sti l l  got 10 years worth of l ife and it 's not a very good 

environmental outcome by getting r id of such a big machine early in i ts l i fe 

and building something else.  

Q:J Campbell-Wood How do you make sure that the sustainability principles are embedded 

throughout the business, whether it 's leasing teams, construction teams, 

so you've got buy-in from all levels? 

A:Bruce Precious I think the ratings really help us here because it becomes a common 

language that everybody can use as targets. All of our teams have good 

awareness of the rating of the portfolio and what it means to maintain 

those ratings over t ime. Having those targets in place has created a 

common language and common targets. We certainly see that particularly 

the people who are involved in the design processes, ref it processes have 

great awareness.  

 Where we see the market evolving now is that we can engage our 

maintenance contractors more in ensuring that - because the guy who 

manages the air-conditioning on a daily basis is the guy who probably has 

most leverage over how that building performs from the NABERS 

perspective, so engaging them more in getting their targets aligned  with 

the outcomes we're looking for is another opportunity for us. 

A:Paul Wall I think it 's changed over the last six or seven years. You'l l see that 

sustainability teams within businesses like ours and Bruce's and Janine's 

have shrunk over the years. We've usually got another job as well as 

sustainability because in the early days it was a sell job. You'd have to 

have a business case for everything because you were trying to say that 

this will be good for you long term and different asset managers or 

divisional managers would have different views.  

 I think the view is al l the same now and so we can really get on with the 

job. A lot of the things that we do in the environmental space saves 

money, as Bruce was saying. Waste to landf il l is $ A350 per tonne whereas 

if  you recycle you can either get money for it or you can pay a lot less 

than that, so there's plenty to keep us busy without having to yell for 

money and people within our businesses are more aware and more 

understanding of it, and it is more integrated across our business.  
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Q:J Campbell-Wood  The journey that you're all going on. What's been the big driver there? Has 

it been management led, is it investor led, who's really driving the key 

issues? 

A:Paul Wall I think a lot of the reason that Australians are leaders in this space is 

probably as simple as back to NABERS ratings when NABERS ratings 

came out, a real tool that everyone trusted that you could benchmark 

yourself  against. If  you had a four star NABERS rating and next doo r was 

4.5 you would have a high level of conf idence that that was right and that 

one was better than the other.  

 It was really driven by competit ion - the competit ion between Dexus and 

GPT and Investa and the like, while we're very collaborative, and it  helps 

that we're a very collaborative industry, we share our ideas, and as an 

industry we come together, and I think on the back of that it just got us 

started on the journey early and then we're where we are today as a 

leading industry in the world.  

Q:J Campbell-Wood  Janine, you touched on it as well, it 's really been embedding  [ESG] from 

the top. Has that been the key change from former Westf ield days to 

Scentre Group. 

A:Janine Frew I would say that that has been the crit ical change for us and I think without 

that business leadership it is a much tougher agenda. It becomes a 

bottom-up agenda and it takes a lot longer to get change and to embed 

change. So having it there on our plan on a page, which is endorsed by 

the board, every division then has their plan on a page, so leasing and 

retail solutions, development and asset management, f inance, r isk, legal, 

all of  the divisions of the business have their own plan on a page and it is 

ref lective of the overall company's plan. Every div ision will have their very 

specif ic D&I init iatives depending on where they are on their journey, and 

again the tracking of that and the reporting on that makes sure that we 

don't lose sight of what we're trying to achieve.  

Q:Marco Colantonio Bruce, I 'm just curious what your view is in terms of what the end game is. 

We're on a journey, how far along the journey are we, is it a matter of just 

getting REITs to be carbon neutral or could they even go to being carbon 

creditors to some extent without needing to buy offsets? In fact, could a 

general equities investor look at REITs within their broader portfolio as 

almost a carbon offset against other polluting investments that they might 
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have in their portfolio at some point in the future. Is that ni rvana? Is that 

potentially the end game?  

A:Bruce Precious I suppose that's the attractive nirvana, and for the fact that we're only just 

starting the conversation about what carbon neutral would mean and the 

role of offsets in that process, if  there is one, it 's early days.  

 There are some opportunit ies for buildings to be carbon posit ive and the 

r ise of t imber buildings now, so we're seeing increased use. There is Forte  

(t imber building) here in Melbourne, there's a new commercial off ice 

building going into Barangaroo,  Sydney, a seven storey building that is a 

t imber structure. A timber building is a carbon sequestration strategy. The 

timber captures the carbon and stores carbon, so if  you had a building like 

that, predominantly solar powered, then potentially you've got a carbon 

posit ive building.  

 That won't be the case for all buildings, it won't be the case for existing 

buildings that are steel and concrete and glass, but there' l l be a variety of  

options there.  

 I think that offsets are going to be part of the consideration and I think the 

quicker - there's a great deal of scepticism around offsets, which is if  I 

can't reduce my carbon can I pay somebody else to reduce theirs? Where 

in the global market is the most cost effective carbon reduction available? 

And I ' l l  use that as a mechanism for carbon neutralit y.  

 I don't know why we're so sceptical of that approach if  we've got good 

certif ication, good governance around those methodologies. We don't have 

the same scepticism around a whole raft of other markets, and I think it's 

probably a valid approach, but the market will decide over t ime.  

A:Paul Wall I think [electr icity] network reform is the key. It 's the poles and wires. At 

the moment we're paying for electr icity to come from four hours away, 

from a coal generator, running through transmission lines, thro ugh 

distr ibution lines, to come to where you use it, but we can create where we 

use it and we've got enough industr ial space to net off  the use in all our 

high r ise buildings - but the network won't pay us anything for that 

electr icity; they'd rather buy i t f rom Scone [rural NSW] or wherever they 

buy it f rom, and you can't net it off. The rules don't let you  – if  you had 

virtual net metering you could say I produced this much, I ’ve used this 

much, let’s net the thing off and we’re even, but it just won’t ha ppen. 
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Q:J Campbell-Wood What would your suggestion be for investors to focus on, to help 

benchmark across the companies and see their progress, both from a 

social and sustainability perspective?  

A:Janine Frew I always think from a people perspective there’s one number to focus on 

growing and that’s engagement because employee engagement really 

gives you an indication as to the level of discretionary effort and the 

extent to which people are committed to the organisation and prepared to 

go above and beyond. That is the one number that we would look to see 

growing in the organisation, and again there’s much data that draws a 

correlation between high levels of engagement and company performance.  

 In my mind that would be the crit ical number. That would be the o ne I  

would call out.  

Q:J Campbell-Wood  On the sustainability front?  

A:Paul Wall There’s plenty of benchmarks, GRESB, Dow Jones Sustainability Index 

(DGSI) . You can look at scoring in that. There’s plenty of information on 

everyone’s website and usually following a Global Responsible Investment 

(GRI) format so you can compare, but I think just r ing up and they will  

come in and sit down and talk to us, much like you guys do.  

A:Bruce Precious My vote goes to GRESB – the Global Real Estate Sustainability 

Benchmark. That’s a global benchmark, as it portrays. About 700 real 

estate companies responded last year, all answering the same survey, 

providing the same data, and it allows a really genuine benchmark. You 

have the results up there for Australia but the inv itation would be then for 

those companies who you’re interested in, talk to them about that score 

and dissect that score a l itt le bit more and understand what the 

components are in those benchmarks, because there are the absolute core 

social outcomes in terms of health and safety, for instance.  

Q:Audience A question for you, Paul, about the seven aspects of wellness. I guess you 

want to embrace the whole seven of them in a holistic sense, but do you 

give emphasis to some of those, whether it be due to the cost/benefits, 

how they stack up, and characteristics of the building, etc.? Are there 

timing elements to that, how you would implement some of these?  

A:Paul Wall There’s the elements that relate to the base building and then the 

variables around that are the life cycle in the building and how good the 
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f i l tration is, how easy i t is to upgrade, what your l ighting is l ike. The older 

the building probably the harder it is going to be.  

 The best stage is at design phase, which is what we’re doing with 100 

Mount Street, North Sydney. Then those elements are more to do with the  

physical elements l ike the light and the water and the air and that type of 

thing. 

 When you get into your tenancy rating about your people, that’s when 

you’re providing good food, good information on nutrit ion, you’re 

encouraging them to take the stairs instead of going up one or two levels 

in the lif t.  

 It goes into quite a lot of detail around the various criteria. Then you’ve 

got your dif ferent rating scales, so you can go for the whole hog and get 

your platinum certif ication or you can go for the basic or the easier or 

more standard credits. 

A:Bruce Precious WELL is a l it t le bit different from Green Star in  as much as Green Star has 

probably only one precondition, I think, in terms of carbon. WELL has 

many preconditions, so you can’t even start a rating without meeting a 

whole range of preconditions across the thing – elements of air and water 

and the sort of primary wellbeing components. 

A:Paul Wall We’re f inding it a bit of a journey.  We really l ike the concepts but a lot of it 

is US based so we’re having to negotiate on certain credits because it may 

not be fully applicable, but we think they’l l get there, especially with the 

collaboration with the Green Building Council. We think a l ot of those 

credits will align and it should make the process quite a bit easier.  

Q:J Campbell-Wood It seems the WELL is very much the interplay of both the HR social side 

and the sustainability part of the business. Does that mean you need to 

think about i t  differently internally because it ’s really the blend of two 

otherwise largely separate departments and teams? 

A:Paul Wall I t ’s probably more driven from the people and culture side of the business. 

The building provides the various credits from a struc tural perspective but 

i t ’s something that really the benefits of the productivity and your people 

and your retention and all those metrics that were spoken about.  

A:Bruce Precious So in many ways the WELL certif ication from a building owner’s 

perspective is we can provide a set of preconditions that allow a tenant to 
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make best use of our building. So unlike other ratings the dominant 

responsibil ity if  you were to have a WELL certif ied building is really in the 

tenant design piece then, in their f it  out, in what food they offer and what 

f lexibil ity they provide, so there’s a lot more tenant related credits than 

there are primary building credits.  

 That will create a whole different set of conversations between owners and 

tenants. 

A:Paul Wall A lot of the VOCs and the formaldehydes and all that nasty stuff  that 

comes off  your furniture, we specify that in our f it out guides, that you 

must comply with this, but now all this will  be measured. You really need 

to make sure that if  you want WELL certif ication you n eed to think about it 

from the f it out phase and once again something like the sit/stand desks, I 

would say that you should, if  you’re doing a f it  out, put 30% sit/stand 

desks, because we’re f inding a lot of usage in our off ice, people are 

gravitating towards them. We haven’t got enough at the moment but 

because we’re doing the certif ication we will have 30%. That’s the sort of 

thing you really need to consider early in the piece.  

Q:Audience You may not be able to answer this because you mightn’t actually be 

talk ing to our investment managers that come in and invest in your 

companies – but how many actually ask questions on E and S issues as 

opposed to just asking you what your bottom line is, what are your results, 

how much are you making? 

A:Paul Wall I th ink a lot of it ’s cost of entry. You need to do these things well.  

Obviously it ’s not going to win out over f inancial metrics, but it ’s becoming 

a more and more important part of the whole puzzle. Certainly we’re 

getting a lot more interest from investors,  we’re getting a lot more phone 

calls, we’re getting a lot more meetings, and we’re  doing a lot more things 

like this.  

 Definitely the interest is growing and on the environmental side there’s 

always been a fair bit of interest from the corporate tenants on 

environmental issues. They’re really starting to take notice of the wellness 

init iatives, too, now.  

We’ve recently had talks with Blackmore’s and Kathmandu and those sorts 

of tenants just love it. They’re all  over it because that’s what they live and 

breathe and they sell healthy l ifestyles.  
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Even the broader tenant mix, we’re getting a lot more conversa t ions early 

about wellness than we were about Green Star.  

A:Janine Frew I would say our experience is similar from a people and diversity 

perspective. Really Scentre Group since our establishment has been a lot 

more transparent, a lot more open with the investment community, much 

more so than the Westfield Group was historically.  

 I can remember one of Peter’s  [Peter Allen, CEO] f irst comments about his 

discussion with an investor , and I don’t know which group it was, but 

saying they were really interested in our purpose, when I started to talk 

about our purpose and our plan on a page and what we’re doing. That 

really excited our employees, so when Peter talks to our employees he 

always shares the conversations that he’s having and the feedback that 

he’s getting from the investment community.  

 We are certainly having a lot more conversations and our chairman and 

myself meet twice a year with the key major investors, 11 or 12 across 

Sydney and Melbourne, to talk about the people agenda, which is again 

very dif ferent. But I think, too, employees or prospective employees, both 

sustainability and what we’re doing from a diversity perspective, would be 

the big shif ts that I 've seen in the questions that prospective employees 

are asking. They really want to know what are we doing and what is our 

focus and how can they contribute. They’re very different conversations 

from what they were even 12 or 18 months ago now.  

A:Bruce Precious Certainly we see increasing interest from investors that are coming in and 

sitt ing down and have specif ic areas of interest, may have a dominant 

interest in carbon or other environmental impacts.  

 I t ’s interesting to see the varying levels of interest, but I would encourage 

any investor wanting to know more about what we’re doing in that space or 

would like to understand GRESB scores or benchmark scores more and be 

more conf ident in interpreting those scores, to give us a call, come in and 

say g’day and we’re always happy to walk you through those.  
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